
NEW PYRAMIDS 
 
A couple of months ago an amateur archaeologist with the help of satellite imagery 
discovered pyramids which allegedly, should be larger than the pyramids of Giza. In the 
vicinity of this location and also below the peaks of these pyramids, which are still almost 
entirely buried in the sand, there are underground passages. The material used to build 
pyramids did not originate from that area and therefore, it's apparent that it's a structure 
built by humans. (*) Despite all these facts, not a single archaeological team has started to 
explore that discovery. Why is that? 
We tend to believe that there is a deliberate effort to halt any exploration because these 
pyramids could reveal the Truth! 
The emissary of God lived on Earth as the prince Abd-ru-shin about three thousand years 
ago. He came for the purpose of learning so that later, during the time of his next arrival, he 
could better know people as well as their weaknesses, which are otherwise completely 
unknown to all emissaries of Light. The Light recognizes only the Light and not the darkness 
because it is something completely alien to Light. Prince Abd-ru-shin had built up the 
kingdom of Is-ra, in which people lived in perfect happiness and joy in accordance with the 
Eternal - Natural - God's laws. 
After Abd-ru-shin had died, a pyramid was built during the next seven years. He was buried 
inside the pyramid together with the hidden evidence of Truth. Inside the pyramid is a stone, 
on which are engraved as a prophetic vision, all the world events from the spiritual point of 
view. There is information about prince Abd-ru-shin, Jesus, the Spirit of Truth, Primordial 
Queen, Imanuel's arrival during the Judgement, and even the period of time after the big 
purification when Imanuel is the King of the promised Millennium. 
During the time when Abd-ru-shin was here on Earth as the Spirit of Truth (i.e. about a 
century ago), there was a man in His vicinity, who received from the Light in the form of a 
message the content of that grave tablet. That's the reason why humanity already knows its 
content now, despite the fact that the very stone still lies “beneath the sand”. We have 
already published part of that message on the main page, in the video named “For Slovak 
nation” (available only on the Slovak version of our webpage).   
Therefore, if a pyramid of Prince Abd-ru-shin had been revealed it would have been the 
proof of authenticity of all true Emissaries of God, including the Spirit of Truth and His 
work - The Grail Message. 
It's worth noting that these pyramids were discovered at the time when comet Ison passed by 
the Earth. At the same time comet Ison also gave evidence about authenticity of Mrs. 
Makedonova and her work (more on this topic in the folder “Ison as a proof”). Other 
messages from the Light were also received at the time of Ison's passage near the Earth; we 
published them under the name “Collections of messages received from the Light through a 
medium” (currently available only in Slovak version of our webpage). Moreover, it was in 
this period when our Radio Rescue also began to fully develop its activities. 
Thus, at the time of passage of Comet Ison various important events occurred in regard to the 
Final event. Therefore the comet again gave evidence of the Word of Truth, because it really 
brought radiation that is necessary for the Judgment, as it is described and predicted in the 
Word. 
 
Now follows introductory words from the first page of the text about the Abd-ru-shin's grave 
tablet: 

THE STONES SPEAKS: 
Nearly three thousand five hundred years ago… 

in solitude, Ne - So - Met,  



an elder of the tribe of IS-RA,  
reflects in the tomb of Him whom he loved. 

Pictures experienced compel him 
to seize his chisel  

and engraved in hard stone the pictures  
which pass vividly before his contrite soul. 
He thus lays the foundation of a treasure  

which shall be raised  
in the fulfillment of wise guidance 

at the time  
of humanity’s greatest need. 

 
The following is a quote from the text, which had been allegedly written shortly before the 
Spirit of Truth left the Earth in mid-20th century: 
“Humanity wants the proof that I am the mediator between God and humanity; that I am the 
Messiah promised by Christ. This evidence will be provided to humanity in a greater extent 
than they wish to receive. Supernatural signs (great comet) will announce me. The stones will 
speak because in the last phase of Judgement excavations will be open and they will 
testify that I am the Truth; that I came from God and I am connected with my Father 
forever.” 
 
Whether Abd-ru-shin's pyramid is among one of those from the aforementioned newly 
discovered pyramids we do not dare to say, but certainly there is a reason behind the fact that 
these pyramids have already been discovered a few years ago and still excavations haven't 
begun. Nevertheless, events that happened in time of the discovery and even various promises 
lead to consideration that one of those pyramids could be related to Abd-ru-shin.  
Either way, this surprise in form of discovery of Abd-ru-shin's pyramid is something that is 
about to happen in the near future, and actually it will change our history and our view of the 
world and our development.  
In addition, mankind will get more evidence because the symbol on the grave tablet of Abd-
ru-shin will be identical with the symbol on the grave tablet of Jesus. Therefore the grave 
tablet of Jesus will also be discovered because in accordance with nature - God's law, Jesus 
could not enter with the material body into “the other world” and even less into the place 
where His Father - God remains. 
Connection between Jesus and Imanuel - Abdrushin is also pointed out on the grave tablet. 
World history is portrayed there in chronological order, i.e. in the sequence as events 
gradually developed, except for one “mystery”, which is a note about Jesus in our era. 
Following are excerpts from the text about the grave tablet and its engraving in relation to 
our times: 
“When one day the great W (237) shines significantly in the sky at the time of the crescent 
moon (238), Ab-dru-shin will come on a powerful steed (236). (Since we do not assume that 
Abdrushin rode a weak horse ever, thus the powerful horse is probably a parable of another 
means of transport, which He will use for His arrival at Judgement. If it were a mere horse, 
there is no need to emphasize its strength.) 
“The Pyramids in which we buried His body will rise from the sand”(239) 
“Lightning will flash from Heaven and split the mountains asunder (243), wars (244) and 
insurrection (245) will ravage the earth; but Abd-ru-shin will live in peace with His servants.” 
(246) (This is the evidence that the description is about our time. Volcanic activity in recent 
years is growing enormously and in regards to revolts, there is no need to add more because 
never in history has there been so many revolts as in our time.) 



“Two suns shine over the earth; the new one is larger and mightier (251) than the old.”(252) 
(Two suns at the end of the old times is well-known prophecy that is found in many writings 
by various prophets.) 
“A King will enter (268) His city, a carpenter’s son.” (269) (**) 
 
And it's precisely this sentence that seeded doubt in many minds, because Jesus is the son of a 
carpenter, yet Imanuel is the one that was promised for Judgement! Once again, the Word of 
Truth - The Grail Message explains clearly even this “mystery”: 
“Nothing shall be left in the form in which it is now. The Great Word of God has to come into 
fulfillment to the last letter: Everything must become new! But also everything that should 
develop here in the world part called Ephesus, because under the influence of earthly mankind 
only, unhealthy cartoons arose from everything. 
Lucifer's influence did here a bad piece of work! Earthly people succumbed to it too 
willingly! 
Therefore, keep your lamps filled with oil! You will need it when you least expect it. Also 
the last, the big event, understood only by knowing ones, is coming into its existence! The 
mystery of Son of God's returning to Judgement is fulfilling. Really! Jesus Christ comes 
again in the time of the final Judgement in the Son of Man, Imanuel. During the time of 
Judgement Jesus is connected with Him even in the gross matter body here on Earth. So it is 
the Son of God within the Son of Man! This also fulfills every word of God's promise; the 
Son of Man brings Judgement with the Son of God within Him. 
The human spirit will never be able to fully comprehend this act. He will, however, be able to 
feel it! 
Get ready, because the hour is before you! And with it comes the final Judgement! Do not 
allow yourselves be found weakened when it happens! It shall be holy to you that there is 
such an incomprehensible action. Think of every day as a precious gift from now on. And 
then you experience a Pentecost / Whitsuntide! Joy and thanks will rise up from the souls, 
which were able to purely bathe in the glow of the Judgement, and joyful formation will occur 
on Earth that will become new! Each of your works, all deeds, every inhale will become the 
invocation of God in your acts! And following promise will fulfill: 
You will know them by their fruits! Be awake and pray so that you may be a part of it!” 
 
This is the explanation of the “mystery” why the coming of Jesus is mentioned and in 
connection with our time. At the same time this explanation also removes the apparent barrier 
for those who claim that the one who will come to Judgement is Jesus and not Imanuel - the 
Holy Spirit. Both are sons of God, both are part of the divine Trinity, and we need to be 
aware about both of them! One of them comes to bring justice, and the second one comes in 
order that a helping hand may be given to people. 
 

“THE EARTH SHALL YET YIELD UP AT THE RIGHT HOUR ALL THAT THE 
TRUTH REVEALS.” 

 
Therefore do not wait for the discovery of proofs because the time of each discovery may vary 
according to the behavior of people - such as everything. Everyone should start to be 
concerned with the Word that was brought to us and examine it! 
 

Whoever will examine this Word, will find in it exactly the evidence he needs! 
He will find instructions for eternal happiness, will find true wisdom that will not change 

throughout the ages, and will find RESCUE from any misery! 
 



* Here are the links to some articles about this discovery:  
http://www.ancient-code.com/a-giant-discovery-that-overshadows-the-pyramids-of-giza-long-
lost-pyramids-confirmed-in-egypt/ 
https://gizadeathstar.com/2015/11/long-lost-egyptian-pyramids-rediscovered/ 
** Below is the illustration of the entire grave tablet (upper and lower half) of Abd-ru-shin. 
Those who are interested in written explanation of all symbols on the grave tablet, please let 
us know by e-mail. 
 

PYRAMIDS 
 
Addendum - Important notice: 
Our previous article (New Pyramids) had a certain purpose to arouse attention about facts 
that remain unknown to most of the people, hand in hand with public tendency to be 
indifferent to them. The goal was fulfilled, albeit only partially. However with the information 
that follows, the value of our purpose will only rise. 
Thanks to one of our sources we are able to obtain the essential information that will help 
shed light on mysterious areas and events, and thus verify the objectivity of the information 
offered to the public. 
According to this credible source those pyramids are not the right ones, whose discovery a 
certain group of people (aware of the happening that awaits us in the near future) is awaiting. 
Although the pyramids mentioned in the previous article are actually work of people (as the 
amateur archeologist is saying from the beginning) and not natural formations (an argument 
of the official science), and inside them is (are) also the remains of some esteemed person 
from the past, still it is not the pyramid, which is expected yet to be discovered and plays a 
crucial role for humanity. 
The expected pyramid is allegedly still hidden deep in the sand. From one side, an access 
road leads towards the pyramid. At the entrance there is a fence made either of stone or the 
same material as the pyramid is built of. 
 
We quote the source: “Towards Abdrushin's tomb I can see the fenced access road from 
one side; it even seems to me that there are stairs on this road (probably leading to the 
entrance of the pyramid). I feel the altitude difference.” 
 
Yet only so much can be said. The future will clarify any ambiguities or even confirm the 
veracity of this information! 


